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Abstract—Flying in virtual reality (VR) using standard handheld controllers can be cumbersome and contribute to unwanted side effects such as motion sickness and disorientation. This paper investigates a novel hands-free flying interface—HeadJoystick, where the user moves their head similar to a joystick handle toward the target direction to control virtual translation velocity. The user sits on a regular office swivel chair and rotates it physically to control virtual rotation using 1:1 mapping. We evaluated short-term (Study 1) and extended usage effects through repeated usage (Study 2) of the HeadJoystick versus handheld interfaces in two within-subject studies, where participants flew through a sequence of increasingly difficult tunnels in the sky. Using the HeadJoystick instead of handheld interfaces improved both user experience and performance, in terms of accuracy, precision, ease of learning, ease of use, usability, long-term use, presence, immersion, sensation of self-motion, workload, and enjoyment in both studies. These findings demonstrate the benefits of using leaning-based interfaces for VR flying and potentially similar telepresence applications such as remote flight with quadcopter drones. From a theoretical perspective, we also show how leaning-based motion cueing interacts with full physical rotation to improve user experience and performance compared to the gamepad.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flying has always been a fascinating dream for humanity, and despite current flying technologies such as planes, helicopters, paragliders, or wingsuits, flying is not yet easily accessible for most people. It also differs considerably from the long-held dream of bird-like, unencumbered and embodied flying experiences. As an alternative approach, virtual reality (VR) using head-mounted displays (HMDs) could provide a great opportunity to experience such embodied and unencumbered flying through virtual environments (VE), as VR can provide a first-person immersive and embodied experience. HMDs could also help provide a more compelling experience of flying in the real-world when used in telepresence/teleoperation scenarios, where the user controls an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), such as camera-equipped drones, and sees through its camera in real-time [1]. UAV telepresence can be used for different applications such as virtual aerial tourism [2], surveillance, inspection, or search and rescue in disaster areas [3].

Flying interfaces usually require the user to control different degrees of freedom (DoFs) for changing position (translation) and direction (rotation) of the simulated flying camera or actual UAV. For example, flying interfaces for helicopters or quadcopters require controlling more DoFs (at least 4) than airplanes or fixed wing UAVs (at least 3), and thus allow for more control over the flight trajectory.

This paper investigates a simulated flying interface with four DoFs: forward/backward, up/downs, sideways, and yaw rotation, mimicking the controls used for quadcopter drones. Such an interface can be helpful in both simulations (e.g., video games and other VR applications) and telepresence applications (e.g., remote surveillance) due to its high maneuvering ability. For example, a well-designed 4DoF flying interface should allow users to reach their target position fast and accurately or rotate without translation to search for the next target position. A 4DoF flying interface could also help to control telepresence drones (which are predominately quadcopter-based) which allows the user to fly through pipes for inspection or through a wrecked building looking for survivors - chapter 8 of [4].

VR and telepresence flying applications share similar challenges when the user needs to control four DoFs, though. The standard flying interfaces for video games and VR (gamepad and hand-held controllers) and telepresence (i.e., proportional remote controls like radio-controlled aka RC controllers) essentially use two thumbsticks for locomotion control, and are usually cumbersome and require extensive training sessions for proficient control [5]. This motivated us to design a novel and more embodied and intuitive flying interface called “HeadJoystick”, aimed to reduce cognitive load compared to the standard handheld flying interfaces. HeadJoystick uses the head as a “joystick,” where users move their head (instead of deflecting the thumbstick) toward the target direction to control their simulated translation velocity. The user is seated on a regular office swivel chair and rotates it physically to control their simulated rotation using 1:1 mapping. This HeadJoystick was evaluated in two user studies focusing on short-term...
(Study 1) and extended usage effects (Study 2).

To this end, we designed a novel simulated drone racing task in HMD-based VR, where participants were asked to fly toward nine tunnel way-points and fly through the tunnels of decreasing diameter without colliding with the walls. Our test environment closely resembles operation of a UAV, to support transfer of our system and results to other usage domains besides standard VR environments. In our first study, 24 participants used four different interfaces to do this task, to tease apart the relative contributions of leaning-based translational cues versus full physical rotation cues: The Gamepad, which provided no physical motion cues beyond operating the thumbsticks, the HeadJoystick that provided leaning-based translational cues and full physical rotation cues, RealRotation, using the gamepad translation along with the chair physical rotation; and LeaningTranslation, using gamepad for rotation along with the leaning-based translation of the HeadJoystick. We measured performance, accuracy and precision and asked participants to compare these four interfaces in terms of different user experience aspects (e.g., enjoyment, presence, immersion, sensation of self-motion, preference) as well as usability measures (e.g., ease of learning, ease of use, motion sickness, task load). The second study was designed to investigate how results might generalize to extended exposure. To this end, a new set of 12 participants evaluated HeadJoystick versus RealRotation for doing eight rounds of the same 3D racing task. The main contributions of this study are:

- Introducing a novel low-cost leaning-based flying interface called HeadJoystick.
- Evaluating the HeadJoystick versus handheld controllers using a novel reach-the-target task combined with the tunnel-in-the-sky waypoint navigation task to comprehensively investigate diverse user experience, usability and the behavioral performance measures.
- Study 1 provides a deeper understanding of how leaning-based translation and full physical rotation each contribute to the overall user experience and performance.
- Study 2 investigates how repeated usage affects user experience and performance when using HeadJoystick versus handheld controllers, and corroborates the benefits of embodied (HeadJoystick) locomotion over hand-held controllers.

## 2 Related Works

In this section, we start with a general review of flying interfaces and then review flying interfaces similar to ours.

Various 4DoF flying interfaces have been investigated for immersive VR including hand-held interfaces [6], hand or arm-based gesture commands [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], voice commands [6], [13], [14], and even brain-computer interfaces [15]. In general, these interfaces do not provide vestibular cues aligned with the visual motion direction of flight, which can reduce the believability of flying [16]. Moreover, the mismatch between visual and vestibular/proprioceptive cues can cause or exacerbate visually induced motion sickness (VIMS), where the user feels motion sickness without physically moving [17]. VIMS is known as an unwanted side-effect in many virtual [18] or remote [19] flight systems, and will be referred to as simple motion sickness in the present work as it can also occur when users are physically moving.

We use the term embodied flying interfaces here to refer to interfaces that provide a visual 1st person perspective accompanied by at least some physical (including vestibular) self-motion cues. While HMDs can provide convincing visual cues of self-motion [20], it is not possible to provide full physical cues of self-motion without actual flying [16]. Therefore, embodied flying interfaces aim to create a believable flying experience by providing limited physical self-motion cues aligned with the vestibular/proprioceptive sensory cues in an actual flight. These physical self-motion cues can be provided by the mechanical setups (such as in actuated moving-base flight simulators [21], [22]) or simply the user-powered body movements in leaning-based interfaces [5], [23], [24].

While several embodied flying interfaces use complex mechanical setups to provide physical self-motion cues to the user’s body, we chose to design a leaning-based interface due to their simplicity and affordability for the majority of VR users. As an example of complex mechanical flying interfaces, moving-base flight simulators use motors/actuators to limit physical motion cues to the user’s body [21]. Harnessing the user from ceiling is another fairly complex mechanical approach for embodied flying interfaces [25], [26], [27]. However, these mechanical interfaces usually have complicated setups and safety hazards, as summarized in [28]. Birdly is a mechanical interface for flying like a bird in VR [29] or telepresence applications [30], and applies limited physical motions to a user lying face-down on it. However, Birdly is too expensive (more than a hundred thousand dollars) for most VR home users, professionals, and UAV pilots.

### 2.1 Leaning-Based Interfaces

Leaning-based interfaces usually deploy user-powered leaning toward the target direction to control their simulated translation velocity without the need for any additional actuators. These interfaces generally use a velocity control paradigm, where the more the user leans, the faster they travel. While a seated user can lean their upper body and/or tilt the chair/stool they are sitting on [31], [32], [33], standing users can lean using their whole body [34], [35], [36]. In this section, we discuss leaning-based interfaces for 2D (ground-based) locomotion as they have been much more widely researched than 3D leaning-based interfaces, and also because our suggested interface (HeadJoystick) was originally designed for both 2D and 3D locomotion [37].

In this study, we investigate if leaning-based interfaces could be beneficial for flight (3D) control, given the diverse advantages of leaning-based over gamepad/joystick interfaces reported for ground-based (2D) locomotion. These advantages include an enhanced illusion of virtual self-motion (vection) [36], [38], [39], spatial perception and orientation [35], navigation performance [40], immersion and presence [34], [41], [42], enjoyment and engagement [34], [35], [36], as well as reduced motion sickness and cognitive load [40]. Additionally, leaning-based interfaces are hands-free,
which allow us to use our hands for other tasks (such as pointing, interacting with objects, or communicating) in VR and teleoperation applications, similar to how we can freely use our hands in the real world while walking [42], [43], [44], [45].

Leaning-based interfaces usually control the simulated rotations around the earth-vertical axis (yaw) either with the limited physical rotations using velocity control [31], [32], [33] or full physical rotations with 1:1 mapping between physical and simulated yaw rotations [34], [37], [40], [46]. Although limited rotation might be better for stationary displays such as projection screens, where the user cannot see the screen if they fully rotate, full physical rotation provides natural physical self-rotation cues and thus remove the visual-vestibular cue conflict for yaw rotations, which might lead to more believable self-motion experiences. However, they do require an HMD or 360 surround screens, or a screen rotating with the user as in moving-base motion simulators. Additionally, full physical rotation may help in reducing motion sickness compared to limited rotation due to reducing the conflict between visual and vestibular cues. Therefore, we use a full physical rotation approach for our interface, where the physical rotation of the user in the real world controls the direction of simulated camera using 1:1 mapping.

Allowing for full physical rotation can help users remain spatially oriented [47], [48], [49], [50], [51] by allowing them to more easily update their mental spatial orientation. Mixed results are reported about the importance of physical rotation for supporting spatial orientation when the user has no physical translation cues — as summarized in [52], [53]. However, some researchers reported that providing physical rotation with no or leaning-based translation could reach almost the same efficiency as actual walking in a navigational search task [40], [53]. While there can be challenges with too many rotations if a cabled HMD is used, this problem will soon lose relevance with the increasing quality and affordability of wireless HMDs or trackers entering the market. As an example, we used a wireless HTC-Vive HMD in our study.

2D Leaning-based interfaces have been designed for both standing users [34], [36], [54], [55], [56] and seated users [31], [32], [57]. For the current study, we chose a seated body posture due to comfort and safety reasons: As for comfort, seated users not only experience less discomfort, fatigue and leg-swelling in long-term usage [58], but they also experience less motion sickness compared to standing users [59] as predicted by postural instability theory [60]. Regarding safety, standing users might experience body sway during 3D virtual acceleration similar to VR roller coasters, and might fall and get hurt [61]. This motivated us to design a seated flying interface for the current study, even though our approach can easily be used for standing users as well if desired.

The aforementioned literature suggests that using a seated 4DoF flying interface with leaning-based translation and full physical rotation might be able to improve different aspects of 3D locomotion (e.g., vection, immersion, presence, enjoyment, and task-specific performance). However, there seems to be no prior published research that thoroughly investigate such an interface in terms of all these aspects as far as the authors know, apart from studies that investigated partially similar interfaces in terms of limited aspects, as detailed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 below [5], [23], [24], [62]. Therefore, this gap in the literature motivated us to design HeadJoystick and evaluate it in terms of a wide range of aspects.

2.2 Leaning-Based Interfaces Controlling two DoFs

Table 1 compares the HeadJoystick with other leaning-based flying interfaces. In this section, we review leaning-based interfaces that control two DoFs, which are investigated for airplane control in virtual flight or fixed-wing drone control in remote flight. For example, Schulte et al. developed an upper-body leaning-based “dragon-riding” interface to control pitch and yaw of a simulated dragon [24] where a seated user leans backward or forward to pitch up or down respectively, and leans left/right to control their simulated yaw rotation. However, a dragon-riding interface might be unsuitable for most applications as the forward (translation) velocity was kept constant except when using a certain hand gesture to triple the speed for three seconds and then decelerating back to the normal speed. Dragon-riding interface was not compared with a standard controller such as RC remote controller or a gamepad.

Miehlbradt et al. suggested a similar upper-body leaning-based interface - called “torso strategy”, where the user moves their torso forward/backward and left/right to control the pitch and yaw/roll of a simulated fixed-wing airplane and thus fly up/down and turn left/right respectively [5]. In a virtual flight task, participants were asked to control a simulated fixed-wing drone and fly through a series of simulated waypoints. The results showed that torso-strategy outperformed standard RC remote controller and reached a performance level comparable to the Birdly flight simulator. Participants also used torso strategy to control a real quadcopter with constant forward velocity and no strafing, which reduced its DoFs similar to a fixed-wing drone. However, in that implementation users could not directly control translation velocity, and thus cannot really start or land or slow down, which makes it unsuitable for most realistic applications.

Rognon et al. also suggested a similar upper-body leaning-based interface to torso strategy — FlyJacket, where the user wears a backpack that supports their arms’ weight and holds their arms up while the user was leaning [62]. The backpack was equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU), which enabled the user to lean forward/backward or left/right to control the pitch and yaw/roll of a drone, respectively. The participants were asked to fly a fixed-wing drone with constant forward velocity through several waypoints. Although FlyJacket had no significant improvement in performance compared to an RC remote controller, FlyJacket showed higher control on navigation, naturalness, and lower discomfort compared to the RC remote controller.

2.3 Leaning-Based Interfaces Controlling four DoFs

In this section, we review leaning-based interfaces that control four DoFs, which are investigated for VR applications or remote quadcopter control. Higuchi and Rekimoto [63] designed a telepresence interface called Flying Head, where
TABLE 1
Leaning-based flying interfaces. Note that all 2DoF interfaces used a fixed-wing (plane) locomotion paradigm, whereas the 4DoF interfaces used a quadcopter paradigm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DoF</th>
<th>Body Posture</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Rotation Control</th>
<th>Rotation Input</th>
<th>Translation Control</th>
<th>Translation Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>Dragon-Riding [24]</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Torso roll</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Torso pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seated</td>
<td>FlyJacket [62]</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Torso roll</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Torso pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>Flying-head [63]</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Head yaw</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Head pitch and roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>Head-Rotation [23]</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Head yaw</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>HMD position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>Head-Translation [23]</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Head yaw</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>HMD position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>Modified Flying-head [23]</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Torso yaw</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>HMD position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Seated</td>
<td>HeadJoystick</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Chair yaw</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Head rotation center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a standing user controls the direction of the UAV with the direction of their head using 1:1 mapping, and the position of the UAV via the position of their head using 1:N mapping. Flying Head showed advantages over the joystick in two search and capture photo tasks in terms of ease of use, enjoyment, and the lower task completion time. However, because Flying Head uses a position control paradigm for simulated translation, the movement of UAV is limited to the user’s head and body movements in the real world, which makes it not applicable to long-range flight and most realistic applications.

To the best of our knowledge, the only prior study that investigated leaning-based 4DoF flying interfaces and thus the most relevant prior work was done by Pittman and LaViola [23]: 18 participants flew through rectangular waypoints for about 90 seconds to compare a Wiimote interface similar to a gamepad with five other interfaces including three leaning-based flying interfaces: Head-Rotation, where the user controls drone translation by tilting their head forward and/or sideways; Head-Translation, where the user controls drone translation by moving their head forward/backward and/or sideways; and modified flying-head, where the user controls drone translation velocity by moving their head forward/backward and/or sideways, and controls drone rotation by rotating whole their body using 1:1 mapping. While results showed that the Wiimote interface performed best along almost all measures such as task completion time, comfort, ease of use, predictability, enjoyment, naturalness, and overall preference, the authors stated several technical issues that likely contributed to the general disfavor of leaning-based interfaces that motivated our studies: (1) calibration: 39% of participants reported low precision of leaning-based interfaces due to reasons such as incorrect calibration, thus we simplified the calibration process. (2) Pose: While all the interfaces were tested when users were standing, a number of users commented that using leaning-based interfaces could be easier when seated. As standing body posture could lead to higher discomfort, severe motion sickness, with more safety hazards compared to the seated body posture, we designed all our interfaces for seated users. (3) zero-point: Multiple participants mentioned drifting and difficulty to return to the zero point when using head-translation and modified flying-head, due to lack of visual feedback for the zero-point. Therefore, we asked our participants to set the zero-point when their back touches the chair backrest, so later they could easily find this zero-point during flying without visual feedback. (4) Technical issues: Loss and oscillation of the drone’s sensory information caused occasional stutter of the interface and side to side vibration of the drone during rotation when using modified flying-head. To address this, we used a virtual drone, which also allowed us to gradually reduce the size of waypoints (and thereby increased task difficulty) to study the achievable flying precision without and danger of crashing an actual drone.

While the aforementioned studies showed the potential of leaning-based interfaces for ground-based locomotion and 2DoF flying, it seems like leaning-based flying interfaces have not been investigated for 4DoF except the aforementioned study [23], which had a few technical issues, and thus motivated us to design and conduct this study.

3 User Studies
3.1 Research Questions

This study aims to thoroughly evaluate leaning-based 4DoF flying interfaces through 5 specific research questions:

RQ1: Do leaning-based interfaces improve user experience compared to hand-held controllers? 2D leaning-based interfaces are known to improve different aspects of locomotion experience including stronger vection intensity [36], [38], [39], immersion and presence [34], [41], [42], as well as enjoyment [34], [35], [36]. As for leaning-based flying interfaces, while FlyJacket [62] improved user experience compared to hand-held interfaces, the head-rotation and head-translation interfaces in Pittman et al. were rated lower than hand-held devices in almost all aspects. However, since many studies reported improved user experience for ground-based leaning-based interfaces, we hypothesize that flying experience should also be improved by HeadJoystick.

RQ2: Do leaning-based interfaces improve flying performance compared to hand-held controllers? Embodied interfaces are known to improve locomotion performance compared to hand-held interfaces if they provide exact self-motion cues [64]. For example, bipedal walking for 2D locomotion or mimicking head movements in 3D locomotion (i.e., flying-head interface [63]) can improve locomotion performance. However, compared to hand-held interfaces, embodied interfaces that provide partial motion cues of locomotion have shown mixed results. Bowman et al., reported reduced performance for partial motion cues [64]. Similarly, FlyJacket [62], flying-head, head-rotation,
and head-translation showed no significant improvements or lower performance compared to hand-held interfaces in a reach-the-target task [23]. Conversely, a torso-leaning-strategy showed higher performance than a hand-held device in recent studies of 3D flying controlling two DoF [5] and ground-based (2D) locomotion with 3 DoF control [40]. Given the technical issues of flying head, head rotation, and head translation to control a real drone [23], we hypothesize that the HeadJoystick should show similar results to the torso-leaning-strategy [5] and should improve performance compared to a hand-held controller.

RQ3: Can adding full physical rotation and leaning-based translation cues help to reduce visual-vestibular sensory conflicts and thus motion sickness? Providing full-translational sensory cues for flying is not possible unless the actual flying motions are replicated, as in isomorphic simulations [16]. Therefore, the maximum possible sensory data offered by an embodied flying interface (and without actually flying) could be full-rotational with partial-translational sensory data, similar to what the HeadJoystick offers. Considering that hand-held controllers provide minimal sensory data for both translation and rotation (in the form of haptic cues from the thumbsticks), evaluating our four interfaces allows us to investigate how minimal versus maximum-possible sensory data for the flight translation and rotation affects motion sickness.

The literature indicates mixed results in terms of how leaning-based interfaces affect motion sickness. For instance, some 2D locomotion studies reported that leaning-based interfaces did not reduce motion sickness compared to hand-held interfaces [34], [37], while others reported significant reductions of motion sickness using leaning-based interfaces [40]. Similarly, in 3D locomotion, flying-head, head-rotation, and head-translation did not reduce motion sickness using leaning-based interfaces [23], whereas FlyJacket reduced motion sickness [62].

As the sensory conflict theory of motion sickness [17], [18] suggests that reducing the cue conflict between different sensory cues indicating self-motion should reduce motion sickness, we predict that HeadJoystick (which was designed to reduce inter-sensory cue conflicts) should reduce motion sickness.

RQ4: How do leaning-based translation and full physical rotation each contribute to the overall user experience and performance? As far as the authors know, no prior research investigated how much leaning-based translation impacts the overall flying experience and/or performance with/without full physical rotation. Prior research on 2D (ground-based) navigation show mixed results regarding this research question (such as [52]). However, as full physical rotation could provide vestibular/propiroceptive sensory data similar to real-life like flying experience, we hypothesize that full physical rotation could improve the user experience and performance compared to limited/no physical rotation when using thumbsticks. As for the contribution of leaning-based translation without full rotation on the overall user experience and performance, there is mixed evidence: While Head-Translation [23] showed no improvement, FlyJacket [62] improved the user experience, and torso-strategy [5] improved performance. Due to the similarity with [5], [62], we predict that leaning-based translation in our study should improve both user experience and performance.

RQ5: How do user experience, usability, and performance change over repeated interface usage? Proficient control of handheld flying interfaces are known to require extended training sessions [5]. Prior research showed significant performance improvements during repeated usage of locomotion interfaces after a few trials in terms of speed [65], accuracy [66], number of errors [67], and the task completion time [34], [68]. Thus, we designed a second study to investigate how the findings of Study 1 which had relatively short exposure might or might not generalize to repeated and longer exposure. Especially, as motion sickness can build during continued exposure to VR - chapter 2.5 of [69], we aimed to investigate how motion sickness might change over extended usage of the leaning-based vs handheld interfaces. We hypothesized in RQ1-3 that using HeadJoystick improves user experience (RQ1) and performance (RQ2) and reduces motion sickness (RQ3) – here we hypothesize that these benefits of HeadJoystick will continue to hold even for extended usage. We addressed RQ1-4 primarily by Study 1, while Study 2 was designed to specifically address RQ5, and corroborate RQ 1-3 for repeated usage.

3.2 Task

A wide range of tasks have been used to evaluate flying interfaces, such as collecting objects [65], navigational search [70], pointing tasks [71], or capturing photos [63]. We chose reach-the-target, a well-known task in drone racing contests, where the user has to reach predetermined circular waypoints and fly through them [23], [24], [26], [27], [30], [71], [72]. Interface accuracy can be measured by the average distance from the desired path [73]. Since reach-the-target tasks have no predefined desired paths, we replaced the circular waypoints with a series of cylindrical tunnels-in-the-sky [74] that users were asked to fly through without colliding as illustrated in Figure 1. This allows us to quantify the interface accuracy as the average distance from the center of a tunnel when passing through it, because the most
optimal and safest way (i.e., least chance of collisions) to pass through a tunnel without collision should be the one where participants fly through its center in a fairly straight line.

As interface precision when navigating through tunnels depends on how much the interface allows the user to navigate through a narrow tunnel without collision [73], we also successively reduced the diameter of each tunnel, to make the task harder after passing each tunnel. The tunnel diameters were 6, 4, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, and 0.5 meter (Figure 1, bottom). Participants were asked to fly through each tunnel in a specified direction without colliding with the tunnel walls. To impose precise flying, we penalized participants who collided with a tunnel’s wall by asking them to fly through it again [24], which meant they had to fly around it to enter it again from the same side. This allowed us to use the average collisions per passed tunnels as a measure for the interface precision.

3.3 Virtual Environment
The virtual environment was designed as a flying practice inside a spaceship hangar as shown in Figure 1, to provide rich visual self-motion cues and a naturalistic visual reference frame. Tunnels were laid out such that users had to perform substantial rotations to get from one tunnel exit to the entrance of the next tunnel. Subsequent tunnels also differed in their yaw and pitch orientations to ensure that users needed to control their movement in different directions and had to control more than one DoF simultaneously to pass tunnels. To prevent participants from learning the path, the tunnels’ layout was mirrored per trial horizontally and/or vertically in a randomized order. We also added green arrows to the entrance of the next activated tunnel to be sure that users knew where to go next. We also provided audio feedback to inform users if they passed or failed a tunnel.

3.4 Dependent Variables
To thoroughly evaluate our interfaces in a wide range of aspects, we selected a total of 15 dependent variables (DVs). They consisted of three behavioral performance measures, and 12 subjective DVs to measure six user experience factors and six usability aspects using an online questionnaire. As for behavioral measures [73], we recorded participants’ performance during their flight in terms of speed, measured by the average time to pass a tunnel [65]; accuracy, measured by the average distance from the center of passed tunnels when flying through [5], [30], [74]; and precision, measured by the average number of collisions with the tunnel per passed tunnel.

We measured six user experience factors including the SUS questionnaire for spatial presence [75] with 6 questions on a Likert-based scale of 1–7; the first (and usually used) part of the NASA-Tlx questionnaire with six questions to measure the task workload [76] on a continuous 0–100% scale; and four questions with continuous answers between 0% to 100% including enjoyment, by asking how much participants enjoyed using each interface; immersion, by asking how much participants felt immersed i.e., captivated by the flying task; vection intensity, where 100% means that the participant senses a compelling illusion of physical flight (self-motion) inside a stationary spaceship, while 0% means that the participant senses themselves stationary and the spaceship moves around them; and the overall preference by asking how much participants preferred the interface, where 0% means the worst interface, and 100% means the best interface they could imagine.

Our six usability measures consisted of the simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) [77] and five questions with a continuous answer between 0% to 100% including: ease of use, by asking how easy it was to use the interface; ease of learning, by asking how easy it was to learn using the interface; long-term use, by asking if the participant could imagine using the interface for a longer time than the study task; daily use, by asking to rate if they could imagine using the interface in daily applications; and the overall usability, by asking to rate the overall usability of the interface. A motion sickness (post-pre) score was defined by subtracting the total SSQ score obtained before exposure to any conditions from the total score obtained after exposure to each of the four conditions.

3.5 Apparatus
The virtual environments were presented using an HTC-Vive HMD with binocular field of view about 110° diagonally with a combined resolution of 2160 × 1200 pixels. The virtual environment was created using Unity3D 2018.2 and rendered on a dedicated PC (Intel Core-i7, Nvidia GTX-1060). The PC was connected to the HMD using a wireless TPCast adaptor to avoid entangling the HMD cable during physical rotations of participants (Figure 2). We attached the battery of the HMD wireless adaptor to the swivel chair and attached an additional Vive tracker to the chair backrest to measure chair orientation. We used a wireless Xbox-1 controller for the conditions that required a gamepad. Participants wore a noise-canceling headphone with an ambient sound of a spaceship to avoid distraction of possible background noises and to hear the audio cues if they passed or missed a tunnel.

3.6 Study 1
The goal of Study 1 was to investigate how using leaning versus thumbstick translation techniques, and physical versus thumbstick rotation techniques affects user performance and user experience (RQ1-4). Thus, we designed four different flying interfaces that differed in how a user controls translation and rotation. The techniques are named HeadJoystick, Gamepad, RealRotation, and LearingTranslation, as shown in table 2. Each participant performed the task with all four interfaces. Due to our pilot tests, we limited the task completion time to 90 seconds (similar to the average task completion time in Pittman and LaViola [23]) to reduce the risk of severe motion sickness for inexperienced participants.

3.6.1 Locomotion Modes
This study compared four flying interfaces with different levels of physical motion cues for translation and rotation as illustrated in Figure 2 and Table 2, which are described below in more detail.
Fig. 2. All four flying interfaces compared in Study 1. Each interface controls flying along four degrees of freedom including forward (F)/backward (B), left (L)/right (R), up (U)/down (D), and turn-Left (TL)/turn-right (TR).

In the **Gamepad** condition, we used a classic controller scheme similar to [10], [23]. Participants moved the simulated camera forward/backward and sideways by pushing the left thumbstick forward/backward and sideways, respectively. The participants pushed the right thumbstick forward/backward and left/right to control Up/down movements and yaw rotations (left/right), respectively. The maximum translational velocity of the gamepad was 20 m/s, the same as for all other interfaces. Based on pilot tests the maximum rotational velocity for the Gamepad and LeaningTranslation was set to 60°/s.

For **RealRotation**, participants translated the simulated camera using an Xbox-1 controller as in the gamepad condition, but rotated the simulated camera by physically rotating the office swivel chair they were seated on. We attached a Vive tracker to the backrest of the swivel chair to measure its yaw direction and mapped it to the yaw rotation of the simulated camera using a 1:1 mapping. For example, flying forward moved the simulated camera toward in the yaw direction of the swivel chair (not the head).

In the **LeaningTranslation** condition, participants rotated the simulated camera using the right thumbstick, but translated by moving their head toward the target direction. That is, the direction and distance of their head’s position from its initial position (when starting flight) controls the direction and velocity of their simulated flight, which will be added to the position tracking. That is, for both LeaningTranslation and HeadJoystick conditions, we only consider the translation (not the rotation) of the users’ head to control the simulated translation. As none of our interfaces consider the direction of the user’s head to control the simulated rotation or translation, users could rotate their head freely to see the virtual environment without affecting their simulated self-motion. The motion control model details are discussed in the appendix.

For **HeadJoystick**, simulated rotation was controlled by the physical rotation of the chair as in the RealRotation condition. Participants controlled the simulation translation using head movements similar to the LeaningTranslation interface with one difference: While LeaningTranslation uses a static zero-point (initial position of the head), HeadJoystick uses a dynamic zero-point to compensate for chair movements. That is, HeadJoystick uses the position and orientation of the chair-attached Vive tracker to continually update the position and orientation of the zero point, to keep it stationary with respect to the chair (not the room). In other words, the user could always find the zero point and stop the simulated translation easily by sitting upright and touching the chair backrest, even after rotating the chair or accidentally moving it on the floor. Dynamic zero point allows the user to rotate without translating even if the global position of their head changes during the yaw rotation of the chair. The HeadJoystick motion details are discussed in the appendix.

### 3.6.3 Participants
We recruited 24 students (12 females) between 19-50 years old (M = 25.6, SD = 6.3) for this study. 33% of participants had no prior experiences with HMDs, and 50% of them reported that they play video games on a daily or weekly basis using either online 3D PC games or gaming consoles. None of them had previous experience with any of our interfaces except the gamepad, which all of them were familiar with. Two additional participants did not finish the study due to motion sickness and were thus excluded from data analysis. We compensated participation time by either course credit or 15 CADs for a 75 minutes experiment. The local ethics board approved this research (#2015s0283).

### 3.6.4 Experimental Design
This within-subject study compared gamepad control of a virtual drone with three more embodied interfaces that used

---

1. Video for HeadJoystick (https://youtu.be/zVOdru2ARV54)
Analysis of variance results for all dependent variables of the Study 1: Significant effects ($p < 0.05$) are written in bold, and were always in the direction of enhanced user experiences for embodied versus gamepad translation/rotation. The effect strengths partial Eta squared ($\eta^2_p$) indicates the percentage of variance explained by a given factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Embodied Translation (yes/no)</th>
<th>Embodied Rotation (yes/no)</th>
<th>Interaction (Translation-Rotation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F(1,23)</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\eta^2_p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vection Intensity</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Term Use</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Use</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Usability</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence (SUS)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Learning</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-TLX</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Distance Error</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Motion Sickness (post-pre) | 1.47 | 0.141 | 2.49 | 0.013 |
| Passed Tunnels | 4.30 | <0.001 | 1.55 | 0.120 |
| Collisions | 3.89 | <0.001 | 1.90 | 0.057 |

Either leaning-based translation (“LeaningTranslation”), full physical rotation (“RealRotation”), or both (“Headjoy-Stick”). Each participant completed 4 practice trials and 4 main trials, consisting of a factorial combination of 2 translation modes {embodied, gamepad} × 2 rotation modes {embodied, gamepad}. Each main trial was preceded by a practice trial and only data from the main trial was analyzed, as the length of practice trials varied per participant, and we wanted to compensate for initial learning effects. Interface conditions were counterbalanced across participants using a Latin-square design.

### 3.6.4 Procedure

After reading and signing the informed consent form, participants filled an initial SSQ questionnaire of motion sickness [77]. Then each participant performed the fly-through-tunnels-in-the-sky task for each of the four interface conditions. Participants completed two trials per interface: a practice trial, where participants practiced the interface and flew through as many tunnels as they could until they felt comfortable, or one minute passed, whichever came first; This was immediately followed by a main trial, where participants had 90 seconds to fly through as many tunnels as they could. After completing the main trial with each interface, participants were asked to answer two Likert-based questionnaires including SSQ and other usability and user experience measures to evaluate the interface. Answering these questionnaires also provided participants a resting time before they used the next interface. After finishing all four interfaces, we explored reasons behind participant’s answers in a semi-structured interview.

### 3.6.5 Results

Data were analyzed using 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVAs for the independent variables embodied translation {yes/no} and embodied rotation {yes/no}, and Tukey post-hoc tests for pairwise comparisons. We applied Greenhouse-Geisser correction when the sphericity assumption was violated. We analyzed ordinal data (i.e., number of passed tunnels) and ratio data that violated the normality assumption in Shapiro-Wilk test (i.e., average collisions per passed tunnels and motion sickness post-pre scores) using Wilcoxon signed-rank test for main effects of embodied translation and embodied rotation. Due to the large number of DVs, we summarized main effects and interactions in Table 3, with post-hoc results presented together with descriptive statistics in Figure 3.

Main effects and interactions: Providing embodied (head-based) translation showed a significant main effect and positively affected 14 measures (all but motion sickness) compared to the gamepad translation (see Table 3). As for the user experience factors, embodied translation yielded significantly increased enjoyment, higher spatial presence (SUS questionnaire mean), improved immersion, stronger vection intensity, higher preference ratings, and reduced task load (NASA-TLX scores). As for the usability measures, embodied translation also yielded significant benefits in terms of being easier to use, easier to learn, longer-term use, more potential for daily usage, and enhanced overall usability. As for the performance measures, embodied translation yielded significantly increased accuracy (decreased absolute distance error), as well as in increased number of passed tunnels, and reduced collisions.

Providing embodied (physical rotation) also showed significant main effects and improvements compared to gamepad rotation in eight out of 15 DVs (see Table 3). As for the user experience factors, embodied rotation yielded significantly increased enjoyment, improved immersion, enhanced vection intensity, and higher overall performance ratings. As for usability measures, embodied rotation also yielded significantly enhanced overall usability, longer-term use, and more potential for daily usage, while also reducing
motion sickness. However, embodied rotation did not show a significant effect compared to the gamepad in terms of accuracy (absolute distance error), ease of use, ease of learning, task load, passed tunnels, and collisions. As for the absolute motion sickness levels, highest total SSQ scores were reported after using Gamepad ($M = 48.6, SD = 41.9$), followed by RealRotation ($M = 43.2, SD = 38.0$), then LeaningTranslation ($M = 41.1, SD = 36.3$), and finally HeadJoystick ($M = 31.5, SD = 27.7$). Note that for the ANOVA and Figure 3 we used the difference between post and pre-scores instead of the absolute SSQ values to avoid carryover effects.

An interaction between translation and rotation qualified these main effects for three (out of 12) DVs including ease of use, ease of learning, and task load (NASA-TLX) as illustrated in Table 3 and Figure 3. That is, the effect of adding embodied (leaning-based) translations depended on whether rotations were performed by gamepad or physical rotations: when rotations were controlled by gamepad (red bars in Figure 3), switching to leaning-based embodied translations instead of gamepad translations provided no significant benefit for these measures (see also post-hoc analysis in Figure 3). Conversely, when virtual rotations were controlled by physical rotations (blue bars in Figure 3), switching to leaning-based embodied translations instead of gamepad translations provided more substantial and significant benefits in terms of increased ease of use and ease of learning, and reduced task load. To investigate if prior gaming experience improves performance, we conducted an additional ANOVA with the added between-subject factor of prior gaming experience {yes, no}. Participants who played 3D first-person games on a daily or weekly basis passed more tunnels ($M = 5.10\%, SD = 1.94\%$) compared to non-gamer participants ($M = 3.35\%, SD = 1.79\%$), $F(1, 19.5) = 13.5, p = 0.002, \eta^2_p = 0.381$. The performance of the participants with prior gaming experience was consistently better with every interface. Participants who played 3D first-person games on a daily or weekly basis also rated interfaces easier to learn ($M = 71.5\%, SD = 23.9\%$) compared to non-gamer participants ($M = 60.3\%, SD = 22.4\%$), $F(1, 22) = 4.87, p = 0.038, \eta^2_p = .181$. The participants with prior gaming experience consistently rated all the interfaces easier to learn compared to non-gamer participants. Prior gaming experience showed no significant interactions or effects on any other DVs.

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons: HeadJoystick showed significant benefits in pairwise comparisons compared to both the RealRotation and Gamepad conditions in most of our 15 DVs (see Figure 3). The only exception was motion sickness, where using the HeadJoystick reduced motion sickness only compared to the gamepad, but not the RealRotation condition. That is, compared to RealRotation and Gamepad
conditions, the HeadJoystick significantly increased enjoyment, preference, immersion,vection intensity, long-term use, daily use, overall usability, spatial presence, ease of use, ease of learning, and the number of passed tunnels, while reducing task load, absolute distance error, and average number of collisions. Compared to LeaningTranslation, HeadJoystick showed significantly higher enjoyment and preference. The other dependent measures showed only trends in the same direction that did not reach significance. In the post-experiment interview, 20 out of 24 participants (83%) chose HeadJoystick as the best (most favorite) interface, as illustrated in the bottom right plot of Figure 3.

LeaningTranslation showed significant benefits compared to using RealRotation and Gamepad in terms of nine out of 15 dependent measures (see Figure 3). Compared to using the RealRotation, LeaningTranslation yielded significantly increased number of passed tunnels, enjoyment, preference, overall usability, ease of use, ease of learning, with a reduced task load, absolute distance error, and average number of collisions. Compared to using the Gamepad, LeaningTranslation showed significantly increased number of passed tunnels, enjoyment, preference, immersion,vection intensity, daily use, spatial presence, as well as decreased absolute distance error and average number of collisions. In the post-experiment interview, 4 out of 24 participants (17%) chose the LeaningTranslation as the best (most favorite) interface while 2 participants (8%) chose it as the worst (least favorite) interface.

RealRotation did not show significant differences compared to the Gamepad in any of the 15 dependent measures, indicating that providing real rotations alone does not provide any benefits when translations are still controlled by gamepad (instead of leaning). In the post-experiment interview, 16 participants (67%) chose the gamepad and seven participants (29%) chose RealRotation as worst (least favorite) interface, while no participant chose any of them as the best (most favorite) interface.

3.6.6 Discussion
Study 1 provided evidence for the advantages of leaning-based over gamepad translation in terms of all user experience factors, usability aspects, and performance measures. However, using each interface only for 90 seconds might not be enough for a thorough evaluation of the interfaces, especially given that handheld flying interfaces (such as gamepad or RC controller) are known to require longer periods of time to be used efficiently [5]. Moreover, due to the short duration of Study 1, participants’ subjective responses might have been influenced by the novelty aspect of the embodied interfaces, which might change for prolonged or repeated usage. Study 2 was designed to address these concerns and gain a deeper understanding of how user experience, usability, and performance might change during repeated exposure, and if the observed benefits of the leaning-based interface (HeadJoystick) might replicated and generalize to extended usage without increasing motion sickness critically.

3.7 Study 2
Study 2 was designed to address RQ5 and investigate how usability, user experience, and performance might change over repeated interface usage, and if the observed benefits of leaning-based interfaces such as the HeadJoystick would generalize to multiple repetitions of the task. Repeated interface usage was expected to address initial learning effects and increase familiarity, which might benefit both the dual-thumbstick control scheme and the HeadJoystick which was a new interface for all participants. The overall experimental design and procedure of Study 2 was the same as for Study 1 apart from the changes described below.

Comparing leaning- vs. thumbstick translation: To reduce the potential for motion sickness, we excluded the two conditions from the first study that used thumbstick rotation, and only compared the two conditions using full physical rotation, where translations were controlled either by leaning (HeadJoystick) or thumbstick (RealRotation).

Eight trials per interface: Instead of one 90s trial per interface, we asked each participant to fly eight trials of 60s per interface to investigate how the different measures change over time due to learning/exposure effects. As our pilot studies showed some participants getting motion sick and dropping the experiment before completion, trial duration was reduced to 60s to reduce overall experiment duration while allowing for detection of learning/exposure effects.

Post-trial questionnaire: After each trial, we asked participants to verbally rate their motion sickness as well as perceived task difficulty on a 0-100% scale.

Reduced maximum velocity: As users in pilot studies stated that the controller thumbsticks were too sensitive and might induce severe motion sickness after a few trials, we reduced the maximum speed from 20 to 8 m/s, to reduce motion sickness and increase the usability of the thumbsticks.

Smooth acceleration: Based on user feedback about increased motion sickness during abrupt speed changes, we limited the possible accelerations/decelerations using Unity’s SmoothStep function (see appendix), resulting in smoother velocity profiles (almost like inertia). Limiting accelerations was intended to reduce visual-vestibular cue conflict and the potential for motion sickness, and make the flying experience more realistic.

Using controller instead of Gamepad: As most VR HMDs deploy two separate controllers for each hand instead of a gamepad, we asked participants to use two Valve Index controllers, which have a similar-sized thumbstick as the gamepad used in Study 1. To avoid confusion, we call this RealRotation condition in Study 2 the “Controller” condition. We used a thumbstick mapping similar to the gamepad in the RealRotation condition of Study 1, where the left thumbstick controls forward/backward and sideways and the right thumbstick controls elevation.

Similar velocity transfer function for both conditions: To address the feedback from Study 1 participants that lower speeds were harder to control with the thumbsticks (which used linear mappings in Study 1), we used the same exponential transfer function for both thumbsticks and leaning-based velocity control in Study 2.

3.7.1 Participants
We recruited 12 graduate students (5 females) between 25-37 years old ($M = 30.1, SD = 3.53$) for this study. Six participants (50%) had no prior experiences with VR HMDs, six of them (50%) reported playing 3D (first-person view...
video games on a daily or weekly basis. They had no prior experience with our interfaces, and we compensated their experience with our interfaces, and we compensated their experience and performance changes over trials, including linear regression results. Gray dots indicate individual participants data and are jittered to improve visibility. The bottom plot shows the participants’ rankings of best and worst interface from the post-experiment interview.

3.7.2 Results

Table 4: T-test results for dependent variables of Study 2: Significant effects (p < 0.05) are written in bold, and were always in the direction of enhanced user experiences for HeadJoystick over Controller. The effect size Cohen’s d indicates the magnitude of effect i.e., the difference between two means expressed in standard deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t(23)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vection Intensity</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Term Use</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Use</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Usability</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence (SUS)</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Learning</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-TLX</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Sickness (Post-Pre)</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compared HeadJoystick with Controller by analyzing 12 DVs using two-tailed repeated measures (paired) t-tests as the data did not violate the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. Due to the large number of DVs, we summarized t-test results in Table 4 and descriptive statistics in Figure 3. HeadJoystick showed significant benefits over Controller in 11 of our 12 measures (see top row in Figure 4) except motion sickness, which showed no significant difference. Total motion sickness scores were overall relatively low after using both the Controller (M = 27.7, SD = 19.4) and the HeadJoystick (M = 25.6, SD = 18.9). That is, compared to Controller, HeadJoystick yielded significantly increased enjoyment, preference, immersion, vection intensity, long-term use, daily use, overall usability, spatial presence, ease of use, and ease of learning, while reducing task load. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were large (d ≥ 0.8) for all significant effects, indicating substantial benefits of the HeadJoystick even for prolonged usage, corroborating findings from Study 1.

To investigate if prior gaming experience improves performance, we conducted an additional ANOVA with the added between-subject factor of prior gaming experience {yes, no} and interface as the within-subject factor. Participants who played 3D first-person games on a daily or weekly basis passed more tunnels (M = 4.29%, SD = 1.69%) compared to non-gamers (M = 3.19%, SD = 1.74%), F(1, 10) = 5.42, p = 0.042, $\eta^2_p$ = 0.331. None of the other DV showed any significant effects of gaming experience, though, and there were no significant interactions.

To analyze how HeadJoystick and Controller affect the per-trial measures of motion sickness, task difficulty, number of passed tunnels, and average collisions over time,
we used $2 \times 8$ repeated-measures ANCOVAs for the independent variables interface and trial number. We analyzed ordinal trial data (i.e., number of passed tunnels) and ratio data that violated the normality assumption in Shapiro-Wilk tests (i.e., average collisions per passed tunnels and motion sickness) as rank-transformed data. We applied Greenhouse-Geisser correction when the sphericity assumption was violated. We summarized correlation results in the middle row of Figure 4. First and last trials were compared using planned contrasts.

**Motion sickness** showed a significant main effect of trial number ($F(1,11) = 11.9, p = 0.005, r_p^2 = 0.459$), and linear regressions in Figure 4 corroborated significant increases in motion sickness over time for both the HeadJoystick ($p = 0.001, R^2 = 0.109$) and Controller ($p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.118$). Interface did not show any significant main effect or interaction with trial number. Motion sickness was overall low ($M = 3.73\%, SD = 5.35\%$) and increased from the first to the last trial from 2.08% ($SD = 3.34\%$) to 5.92% ($SD = 2.87\%$) for the HeadJoystick ($p = 0.041$), and from 0.42% ($SD = 1.44\%$) to 5.75% ($SD = 8.36\%$) for the Controller ($p = 0.007$).

**Task difficulty** was rated as overall lower for the HeadJoystick ($M = 25.0\%, SD = 9.31\%$) than the Controller ($M = 58.6\%, SD = 12.3\%$), $F(1,11) = 114, p < 0.001, r_p^2 = 0.598$, and showed a significant main effect of trial number $F(1,11) = 47.8, p < 0.001, r_p^2 = 0.229$. Linear regressions in Figure 4 indicate that task difficulty ratings decreased significantly over the course of the eight trials for both HeadJoystick ($p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.270$) and Controller ($p = 0.002, R^2 = 0.099$). More specifically, task difficulty decreased between the first and last trial from 31.3% ($SD = 8.56\%$) to 17.8% ($SD = 7.25\%$) for the HeadJoystick, ($p < 0.001$), and from 65.8% ($SD = 12.4\%$) to 53.7% ($SD = 11.5\%$) for the Controller ($p < 0.001$). There was no significant interaction between interface and trial number.

Performance was assessed in terms of the number of tunnels participants managed to pass in each trial, the number of collisions with the tunnel walls per passed tunnels, and the average distance error from the tunnel center while passing through. The **number of passed tunnels** showed a significant main effect of interface ($F(1,11) = 53.4, p < 0.001, r_p^2 = 0.280$), with overall more tunnels passed for the HeadJoystick ($M = 4.79, SD = 1.57$) compared to the Controller ($M = 2.50, SD = 1.15$). Trial number showed a significant main effect ($F(1,11) = 62.2, p < 0.001, r_p^2 = 0.188$), which was qualified by a significant interface-trial interaction ($F(1,11) = 6.47, p = 0.027, r_p^2 = 0.028$). As illustrated in Figure 4 and the linear regressions, this indicates significant performance improvement over the trials for both the HeadJoystick ($p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.171$) and the Controller ($p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.148$). Between the first and last trials the number of passed tunnels increased from 3.75 ($SD = 1.36$) to 5.83 ($SD = 1.53$) for the HeadJoystick ($p < 0.001$), and from 1.75 ($SD = 0.622$) to 3.08 ($SD = 1.08$) for the Controller ($p < 0.001$). The significant interaction suggests that the performance improvement was larger for the HeadJoystick compared to the Controller, which is corroborated by the steeper slope of the linear regression fit in Figure 4.

The **number of collisions per passed tunnel** showed a similar performance benefit (reduced collisions) for the HeadJoystick ($M = 0.319, SD = 0.398$) compared to the Controller ($M = 1.34, SD = 1.50$), $F(1,11) = 15.6, p = 0.002, r_p^2 = 0.167$. There was also a significant main effect of trial number $F(11,11) = 5.13, p = 0.045, r_p^2 = 0.071$, with collisions decreasing between the first and last trials from 0.413 ($SD = 0.500$) to 0.093 ($SD = 0.160$) for the HeadJoystick ($p = 0.050$), and from 1.83 ($SD = 2.40$) to 1.08 ($SD = 0.704$) for the Controller ($p = 0.125$). This performance improvement over the course of the eight trials was corroborated by significant negative linear regressions for both the HeadJoystick ($p = 0.014, R^2 = 0.063$) and the Controller ($p = 0.033, R^2 = 0.049$). There was no significant interaction.

The **average distance error** also showed a similar performance benefit (reduced distance error) for the HeadJoystick ($M = 0.709m, SD = 0.163m$) compared to the Controller ($M = 1.02m, SD = 0.535m$), $F(1,10.7) = 30.4, p < 0.001, r_p^2 = 0.080$. There was also a significant main effect of trial number $F(1,10.2) = 18.6, p = 0.002, r_p^2 = 0.076$, with distance error decreasing between the first and last trials from 0.839m ($SD = 0.131m$) to 0.615m ($SD = 0.125m$) for the HeadJoystick, ($p = 0.013$), and from 1.14m ($SD = 0.322m$) to 0.935m ($SD = 0.255m$) for the Controller ($p = 0.020$). This performance improvement over the course of the eight trials was corroborated by significant negative linear regressions for the HeadJoystick ($p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.188$), whereas the Controller showed no significant linear decrease in distance error ($p = 0.344, R^2 = 0.010$). There was no significant interaction.

The top row of Figure 4 illustrates that the observed differences between HeadJoystick and RealRotation/Controller showed similar data patterns (benefits for HeadJoystick) for both short-term usage (90s in Study 1, indicated as red dashed lines) and extended (repeated) usage in Study 2 (8 trials). Even the actual values were relatively similar between Study 1 and 2 for almost all subjective measures including enjoyment, preference, immersion,vection intensity, long-term use, daily use, overall usability, ease of use, task load, and presence. This is confirmed by running exploratory $2 \times 2$ ANOVAs with the factors Study (1 vs. 2) and interface (HeadJoystick vs. RealRotation/Controller), which showed no significant main effects of study for any of these DV. Only ease of learning showed overall lower ratings in Study 2 vs. 1 ($p < 0.001$). There were, however, significant interactions between study and interface for vection intensity ($p = 0.044$), ease of learning ($p = 0.001$), and task load ($p = 0.024$), indicating more pronounced differences between HeadJoystick and RealRotation/Controller for extended usage in Study 2 vs. 1. Performance measures all showed improvements over repeated trials (Figure 4 middle-row), suggesting learning/practice effects as expected. In fact, after 8 trials participants in Study 2 managed to pass about as many tunnels in a 60s trial as participants in Study 1 in a 90s trial.

In the post-experiment interview, all 12 participants chose HeadJoystick as the best (most favorite) interface, which is shown in the bottom plot of Figure 4.
4 General Discussion

Both studies showed conclusive evidence for the advantages of leaning-based over thumbstick translation in general, and specifically HeadJoystick over handheld controllers in terms of most of the user experience factors, usability aspects, and performance measures. In the remainder of this section, first we discuss results of Study 1 in the context of our research questions RQ1-RQ4 and discuss potential reasons for the observed effects. Then we discuss short-term vs repeated usage effects of our interfaces in the context of RQ5 based on data from Study 2. Therefore, unless stated otherwise, we refer to Study 1 results when discussing RQ1-4, and refer to Study 2 results when discussing RQ-5.

4.1 RQ1: Leaning-based interfaces improve user experience

Results confirmed our hypothesis that leaning-based interfaces improve different aspects of user experience compared to using thumbsticks (see Figure 3). While previous research showed improved naturalness and control over flight trajectory when using a 2DoF leaning-based interface such as FlyJacket [62], our findings extend knowledge by providing more thorough and conclusive evidence that 4DoF leaning-based interfaces can indeed improve a wide range of measures related to the user experience both in short-term (Study 1) and repeated usage of the interface (Study 2). Note that results patterns have been fairly consistent across Study 1 and 2, and effect sizes of all significant effects were all large ($\eta^2_p > 0.14$ and Cohen's $d > 0.8$), and $p$-values were relatively small ($p < 0.008$), suggesting that effects (and the benefits of leaning-based interfaces) are substantial and not likely to be caused by false positives due to testing multiple measures. If anything, repeated usage of the interface in Study 2 showed more pronounced advantages of theHeadJoystick over Controller, indicating that the benefits observed in Study 1 generalize to more extended usage, and were not caused by initial novelty or first-exposure effects.

Compared to prior works, our conclusive results suggest that previously reported disadvantages of 4DoF (flying) leaning-based interfaces such as head-rotation and head-translation [23] might have originated from technical issues as discussed in section 2.3. For 2D (ground-based) locomotion, prior research showed benefits of leaning-based interfaces over hand-held controllers in terms of increasedvection intensity [36], [38], [39], higher immersion and presence [34], [41], [42], and increased enjoyment [34], [35], [36]. Our findings show that these advantages can, in fact, generalize to 3D (flying) locomotion. Moreover, our results show additional advantages of leaning-based 3D interfaces in terms of usability measures such as ease of use, ease of learning, task load, long-term use, and daily use.

In the post-experiment interview, eight participants mentioned that HeadJoystick allowed for the most realistic experience of being in and moving through the virtual environment. For example, participants stated “It [HeadJoystick] felt real. I am afraid of height, and using HeadJoystick, I could actually feel the height” (p13). “When I have more body motion, it feels like I am in a space station, but gamepad feels more like I am in a game” (P8). The improved user experience and usability of HeadJoystick over thumbsticks may be due to the alignment of head translation direction (and associated vestibular and proprioceptive cues) with the resulting simulated translation. In fact, HeadJoystick was designed to mimic real-world self-motion cues during the movement initiation (initial acceleration), where we lean a bit in the direction of intended travel before taking a step in that direction. Note that most previous leaning-based seated interfaces used weight-shifting (e.g., dragon-riding [24]), upper-body deflection (e.g., torso-strategy [5]), and/or tilting the chair/stool (e.g., swivel-360 [37], ChairIO [31] or different versions of the NaviChair [32], [37], [41], [42]) to control simulated self-motions in VR and are thus largely independent of the user’s head position in space. For the HeadJoystick interface, however, we chose to track the user’s head and use it’s position change to control simulated self-motions in VR for a number of reasons: Pre-tests showed that head movements seem to require less effort and are more precisely controllable than trunk movements, weight shifting, or chair/stool tilting, especially for smaller deflections. We hypothesized that this helps to reduce visual-vestibular cue conflicts and in turn likely also motion sickness [17], [18].

As for the potential reasons for lower usability aspects of thumbsticks compared to HeadJoystick translation, in the post-experiment interview P1 stated “It [HeadJoystick] was intuitive with my body movements,” and P13 stated “HeadJoystick was my favorite interface, because it was easy to use and learn.” Conversely, six participants mentioned that it was not easy to control 3 translational DoFs using a gamepad. For example, P4 said “Gamepad was the worst interface, because it’s hard to control the movement. You can’t go toward different directions easily.” We suggest that the Gamepad design may have contributed to its disadvantages compared to the embodied interfaces: While the mapping between input and the simulated motion matches for the head-based translation, gamepad or RC controllers usually split the four DoFs between two hands/thumbs, and mapping between input and the simulated motion does not match for all DoF. For example, it might not be intuitive to control simulated up/down translation and yaw rotation using a thumbstick pitch/roll rotation. Unfamiliarity of participants with our controller scheme of using left thumbstick for forward/backward and left/right motion and using right thumbstick for elevation and yaw rotation might be another potential reason for the lower performance and user ratings, even though no participants in pilot-tests or in the post-experiment interview mentioned such a barrier when using gamepad.

4.2 RQ2: Leaning-based interfaces improve flight performance

Results confirmed our tentative prediction about higher performance of leaning-based interfaces compared to thumb-
compared to using the head. For example, P17 said "it was too sensitive for the later narrow tunnels of the gamepad vs head-based translation, in the post-gpname accuracy/precision when using handheld interfaces. Higher accuracy/precision compared to the handheld interfaces, our flying leaning-based interfaces showed 4DoF need to be controlled. Unlike ground-based leaning-based 2D (ground-based) but also 3D (flying), even when all in both efficiency and effectiveness if designed well, for not based interfaces indeed have the potential to outperform with results from [40], our findings suggest that leaning-based interfaces provide reduced performance (e.g., [64]). Together with results from [40], our findings suggest that leaning-based interfaces indeed have the potential to outperform standard hand-held controller-based locomotion interfaces in both efficiency and effectiveness if designed well, for not only 2D (ground-based) but also 3D (flying), even when all 4DoF need to be controlled. Unlike ground-based leaning-based interfaces, our flying leaning-based interfaces showed higher accuracy/precision compared to the handheld interfaces, which could be due to controlling additional DoFs, which could increase complexity and thus reduce the navigation accuracy/precision when using handheld interfaces.

To explore the potential reasons for poor performance of the gamepad vs head-based translation, in the post-experiment interview, five participants mentioned that the gamepad was too sensitive for the later narrow tunnels compared to using the head. For example, P17 said "it was too sensitive and I could not go easily to the narrow tunnels." Lower movement range of thumbstick versus HeadJoystick could be a potential reason for the higher accuracy/precision of the head-based over thumbstick translation, as it might not be easy to fly with extremely low velocity when using thumbstick.

4.3 RQ3: Combining full physical rotation and leaning-based translation cues reduce motion sickness

Even though we limited the exposure/trial duration in Study 1 to 90s intentionally to reduce motion sickness, HeadJoystick was the only interface that did not increase motion sickness (post-pre trial) and showed significantly lower motion sickness than the gamepad. This implies that while providing both rotational and translational physical self-motion cues can reduce motion sickness, neither of them alone might be enough to reduce motion sickness significantly. Our findings corroborate previous studies (e.g., [62]) that reported that FlyJacket 2DoF leaning-based flying interface reduced motion sickness compared to a handheld interface. In the post-experiment interview, P24 said "Gamepad is so difficult to use and with the highest level of sickness." Further research is warranted to more closely assess how translation and rotation cues interact and contribute to motion sickness.

4.4 RQ4: Contributions of full physical rotations vs. leaning-based translations

Results confirmed our prediction that embodied (leaning-based) translation should improve user experience and performance compared to thumbstick translation, by showing significant benefits for all DVs from motion sickness in both Study 1 and 2, including user experience factors, usability aspects, and performance measures (see Table 3 and Table 4). These findings are noteworthy as other promising leaning-based flying interfaces improved only a few user experience aspects (e.g., FlyJacket [62]) or one performance measure (e.g., torso-strategy [5]). The observed advantages of leaning-based translation could be useful for improving locomotion interfaces in situations where users have no access to a swivel chair or simply prefer not to rotate physically, e.g., due to convenience or laziness [78]. For example, when the user is sitting on a couch or non-rotating chair, or when using a stationary display like a TV or projection screen instead of an HMD. LeaningTranslation (without physical rotation) in Study 1 showed significant benefits over the gamepad for nine out of 15 measures and was the most favoured interfaces for four (out of 24) participants, who preferred rotating with the gamepad (instead of a chair). As an example, P4 stated “LeaningTranslation was my favorite interface, because rotating with controller is easier.”

Results also confirmed our prediction that embodied (physical) rotation should improve user experience and performance compared to gamepad rotation, by showing significant benefits (main effects) in seven out of 12 DVs in Study 1. This clear benefit of physical rotations could also be relevant from the applied perspective, as most of the recent leaning-based flying interfaces did not allow for physical yaw rotation, including Dragon-riding [24], torso-strategy [5], FlyJacket [62], Head-Rotation, and Head-Translation [23], although there are a few exceptions (e.g., modified Flying-Head [23]). Thus, the observed clear advantages of leaning-based interfaces when using 1:1 360° physical rotation suggest that flying interface designers might want to consider allowing for full physical rotation to improve the overall user experience and performance.

The interaction between embodied (head-based) translation and embodied (physical) rotation suggests that combining embodied translation with embodied rotation can make the interface easier to use, easier to learn, and reduce task load. These findings could also help to understand why prior work reported inconsistent results regarding the impact of full physical rotation on 2D (ground-based) navigation (e.g., [52], [53]). Our results showed that the advantage of physical rotation depends on which translation technique
it is combined with. For example, when using gamepad translation, switching from gamepad to physical rotation improved none of the 15 measures. However, when using head-based translation, switching from gamepad to physical rotation not only improved enjoyment and preference ratings, but also revealed significant improvements in terms of ease of use, ease of learning, task load, long-term use, overall usability, and motion sickness. These results suggest that full physical rotation might improve the overall user experience only if it is combined with a suitable embodied translation technique, in the sense that both rotations and translations need to be embodied. This notion is corroborated by five participants mentioned in the post-experimental interview that controlling virtual translation with thumbs and virtual rotation with the body was confusing. For example, P2 explained that “the worst interface was RealRotation, because it needs too much focus, both on your body and the gamepad.” These findings are aligned with prior concerns when using physical rotations with controller-based translations in 2D (ground-based) navigation such as [34] or informal observations of Grechkin and Riecke, [79].

The importance of providing both embodied rotation and translation is corroborated by post-experimental interview feedback: Nine participants mentioned that controlling both simulated translation and rotation using their body (instead of their hands) was more similar to real-world movement inside an actual spaceship rather than a game. E.g., P1 state that “HeadJoystick was my favorite interface, because I don't need to think which part to control with my head and which part to control with my hand.” Embodied control of both simulated translation and rotation could be a potential reason for the usability advantages of the HeadJoystick in terms of ease of use, ease of learning, and the task load, and might be related to an improved affordance [80]. Moreover, embodied locomotion frees up users’ hands so they can use them for interaction with the environment, which has been stated as another advantage of hands-free locomotion by prior research on 2D navigation [42], [43], [44], [45]. As we found no prior research on the contributions of embodied translation with/without embodied rotation on user experience or performance for flying, all our findings in this regard expand the knowledge by addressing this gap.

4.5 RQ5: Leaning-based interfaces retain improved user experience, usability, and performance over repeated usage

Study 2 confirmed our hypothesis that the benefits of a leaning-based interface over a handheld interface in terms of user experience, usability, and performance observed in Study 1 will continue to hold even after repeated (extended) usage. Similar to prior studies (e.g., [34], [65], [68],) our study showed improved performance of leaning-based interfaces over repeated usage. However, unlike these prior works [34], [68], our second study showed that leaning-based interfaces such as HeadJoystick could have a faster performance improvement compared to using thumbsticks. That is, while both Controller and HeadJoystick showed significant learning effects in Study 2, performance improvements were more pronounced for the HeadJoystick: Even though during the first trial participants passed already more than twice as many tunnels with the HeadJoystick than the Controller ($p < 0.001$), the subsequent learning effect and performance improvements were more pronounced for the HeadJoystick, indicated by the significant interaction between interface and trial number, and the steeper linear regression slope for the HeadJoystick (see Figure 4). Furthermore, linear regressions showed significant reductions of distance errors over the eight trials for the HeadJoystick, but not Controller. That is, even though participants were not familiar with the HeadJoystick, they already performed better with it in the first trials, and showed more pronounced improvements over time (as might be expected for novel interfaces) suggesting the full potential of leaning-based interfaces might be more apparent when allowing users sufficient practice.

While most of the measures for HeadJoystick and RealRotation/Controller were fairly similar between Study 1 and 2, extended usage in Study 2 showed more pronounced benefits of the HeadJoystick over RealRotation/Controller in terms of ease of learning, vection intensity, and task load. This might be related to the HeadJoystick being a novel interface for all participants and thus requiring more practice to reveal its full potential. That is, having sufficient time to learn the novel leaning-based interface and more intuitive control might allow users to more easily focus on their task and feel stronger vection, as they are less distracted by fiddling with the locomotion controls.

Study 2 showed a significant increase of motion sickness over the eight trials, similarly for both HeadJoystick and RealRotation/Controller. However, motion sickness overall remained fairly low ($<6\%$) or $<28$ for the total SSQ score, indicating that both interfaces are suitable for extended usage. The overall low motion sickness despite the fast-paced task and longer exposure in Study 2 suggests that the overall locomotion interfaces design and motion sickness mitigation measures of reducing maximum velocity, smoothing accelerations, and including embodied motion cues and thus reducing visual-vestibular cue conflicts were suitable, and can help guide future interface designs.

4.6 Limitations

While results from Study 1 and 2 are fairly consistent and show overall substantial effects and effect sizes, there are several potential limitations that could guide future research: Although Study 2 corroborated and largely replicated findings from Study 1 for repeated (extended) usage, we only ran 8 trials of 60s per interface. Future research is needed to investigate if/how our findings might extend to much longer durations or usage across several days/weeks, which can be relevant for real-world applications. All participants were familiar with the gamepad (but not the HeadJoystick), which could have affected our results too. As we designed this drone-racing task without using actual drones due to the high chance of colliding with the narrow tunnels, future research will need to test how the results generalize to telepresence applications with actual quadcopter drones.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced HeadJoystick, a novel 4DoF leaning-based flying interface for VR applications. In pre-
vious work, leaning-based flying interfaces for 2DoF flying improved either user experience aspects (e.g., FlyJacket [62]) or performance (e.g., torso-strategy [5]), but not both. In contrast, we showed that compared to handheld flying interfaces, HeadJoystick improved six user experience factors (i.e., enjoyment, taskload, immersion, presence, Vection intensity, and overall preference), six usability aspects (i.e., motion sickness, ease of use, ease of learning, long-term use, daily use, and overall usability), and three performance measures (i.e., efficiency, precision, and accuracy). We did so in a VR-simulated drone waypoint navigation task. In addition, we corroborated these benefits under repeated exposure, with improved performance and only minimal increases in motion sickness over time. Together, this provides promising first evidence that leaning-based interfaces can improve performance and usability/user experience not just for 2DoF (fixed-wing flight [5], [62], but also in 4DoF flying (similar to quadcopter drones). Our results could also benefit telepresence applications as they share similar challenges of using handheld controllers, even though we did not specifically investigate those.

From an applied perspective, HeadJoystick is easy to set up and affordable as it requires no additional hardware besides a swivel chair commonly found in most homes and offices, thus can be readily integrated into existing VR setups that provide 6DoF tracking. Although we only tested HeadJoystick with seated users, it can be easily adapted to standing, and pilot tests were promising. In applications where HeadJoystick could be used for tasks that require free body movements (such as conversation with a fellow visitor during virtual tourism), an “activate” switch for HeadJoystick could be considered, so users can choose to be completely stationary and move their body freely whenever they do not plan to locomote.

In situations where physical user rotation is not desired (e.g., due to convenience or laziness [78]) or feasible (e.g., when sitting on a couch or on transit/planes, or using a projection or TV screen instead of a HMD), using LeaningTranslation provides considerable advantages over a gamepad in terms of six user experience measures as well as three performance measures. Compared to HeadJoystick and LeaningTranslation, other promising leaning-based flying interfaces (e.g., torso-strategy [5] and FlyJacket [62]) might not be as suitable for daily real-life applications. For example, torso-strategy requires attaching several camera-based motion tracker markers to the user’s upper-body to measure the flexion/extension of the trunk muscles during flight [5], and FlyJacket requires the user to wear a backpack, which holds his/her arms up during flight [62].

Future research is needed to investigate how the current findings and advantages observed for HeadJoystick and Leaning-translation might generalize to different virtual or telepresence tasks such as 2D navigation, driving, navigation with secondary interaction task (e.g., First-person shooter games), and 3D telepresence scenarios with quadcopter drones using RC controllers. Future studies can also investigate our suggested interfaces in more detail, such as standing as compared to sitting users [81], and more diverse participant samples. Overall, these findings extend our knowledge about the advantages of the leaning-based flying interfaces in general and specifically our suggested interface, HeadJoystick, as well as the contributions and interactions of embodied rotational versus translational cues.
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